Arizona is moving to a fully electronic titling process for the transfer of ownership of vehicles within the state.

Once fully implemented, no paper titles will be used for titling transactions within Arizona. It is being implemented in multiple phases, with Phase I being the electronic Dealer Reassignment Transfer (DRT) process.

**What is E-Title?**

Beginning the week of June 12, 2017, several learning opportunities will be made available, including: Video Tutorial, FAQ, User Guide, Webinars, and Live Classroom Sessions. More details coming soon.

**DRT Process Applies To...**

The electronic Dealer Reassignment Transfer (DRT) process applies to the following transactions:

- Customer selling/trading in a vehicle to a dealer (customer-to-dealer)
- Dealer-to-dealer reassignments

Dealers will have the ability to record customer-to-dealer and dealer-to-dealer vehicle reassignments electronically which creates a DRT record on MVD’s title and registration database to accurately reflect the actual owner of record for the vehicle.

**Dealer Reassignment Transfer (DRT)**

- Is an electronic version of the Dealer Reassignments on the back side of a paper title
- Will be completed using a web application accessible to licensed motor vehicle dealer users
- Will immediately reflect the owner of record in MVD’s systems
- Is completed by the dealer accepting a customer trade-in, or by the selling dealer in a dealer-to-dealer reassignment
- Has no limit to the number of dealer to dealer reassignments
- Has no reassignment fees, just as the paper dealer to dealer reassignments have no fees

**Dealer Training**

Beginning the week of June 12, 2017, several learning opportunities will be made available, including: Video Tutorial, FAQ, User Guide, Webinars, and Live Classroom Sessions. More details coming soon.
Benefits to Dealers!

**Saves Time!**
- Simple electronic reassignment process
- Ability to offer vehicles for sale in a more expeditious manner
- Completed electronic DRT immediately reflects dealer as owner of record in MVD systems

**Saves money!**
- No need to title the vehicle in the dealer’s name to ensure you have a clear title for transfer (i.e. Operation of law lien against the owner of record), instead they simply complete the DRT
- No need to obtain a duplicate title for a customer trading in a vehicle

The new electronic Dealer Reassignment Transfer application is easy to learn and easy to use!

**Dealer Reassignment Transfer**

1. Log into ADOT Dealer Reassignment Transfer application
2. Select Reassignment Type (Customer to Dealer or Dealer to Dealer)
3. Enter key information to search MVD data (i.e. VIN, customer name). Successful search will populate most fields
4. Enter other required fields such as odometer
5. Save to open a Dealer Reassignment Transfer form (PDF) with most information pre-populated
6. Complete, print and get signatures on DRT form
7. Scan/upload required documents (varies depending on scenario)
8. Click complete

The DRT status will update to either:

- **Completed**: The vehicle either did not have a lien or the dealer uploaded all applicable paper lien releases—new ownership immediately is reflected in MVD systems.
- **Pending**: The current title is ELT—once the lender electronically releases the lien, the new ownership will immediately be reflected in MVD systems.
When a vehicle is traded in by a customer or reassigned from dealer to dealer, this form captures the information and signatures required for releasing ownership and for federal odometer purposes. It takes the place of dealer reassignments on the back of the paper title. It is only available as the result of completing the ADOT MVD Dealer Reassignment Transfer application. Easily completed online and printed, signed and scanned to attach to the electronic DRT transaction.
When a vehicle dealer sells a used vehicle to a customer, they will complete this form to capture required information and signatures as proof of sale and federal odometer requirements.